normally has an uneven surface. When surface tension can Following the application of a liquid coating to a curved sub-be considered to be uniform, capillary forces tend to reduce strate, surface tension forces will act to redistribute the coating surface irregularities to produce a level film. This is the layer. The coating will thin at outside corners and thicken at dominant effect leading to relatively uniform, or level, paint inside corners as the free surface contracts to minimize the surface films, and for typical coating thicknesses is much more im- The beneficial effect of surface tension, leading to more thinning rheology. A numerical model has been developed, based uniform coating layers, is limited largely to solid surfaces on the lubrication approximations, for predicting the time-evolu-or substrates whose curvature variation is small. Indeed, in tion of the coating layer thickness of a complex liquid on a curved regions where the substrate is highly curved, surface tension substrate. Substrate geometry is modeled as a time-independent can result in defects in the final coating: the coating tends overpressure distribution and the model includes such effects as to be thin at outside corners and to be thick or ''puddled'' evaporation, convection, and diffusion of solvent in the bulk liquid, at inside corners. Moreover, characteristic undulations can and convection and diffusion of a soluble surfactant. For a given be found in the final coating near these corners. Typical starting profile and substrate geometry, the temporal and spatial corner defects, sometimes known as ''fat edges'' and ''picevolution of the free surface, bulk composition, surfactant concentration, surface tension, and layer-averaged viscosity are calcu-ture-framing'' are illustrated schematically in Kornum and lated until the drying process is complete. We show that convection Raashou Nielsen (2) and are discussed further by Babel (3). of surfactant away from outside corners may slow the thinning While the fundamental process leading to corner defects can in these regions. In addition, solvent evaporation may lead to be demonstrated for a nonevaporating Newtonian liquid, an Marangoni forces in the corner region, causing a ''rebound'' effect. industrially useful mathematical model must incorporate Surface tension forces will initially displace liquid from corner compositional changes during drying. Since the surface tenregions, but the thinning will produce surface tension gradients sion of many complex liquids depends on bulk composition, which act to pull liquid back to the corner region. If the evaporaspatial variation in composition for such liquids can lead to tion time scale is suitably matched to the time scale for flow insurface-tension-gradient or Marangoni effects. The resulting duced by surface tension gradients, corner defects in the final dry additional force on the liquid coating can modify the leveling coating layer can be substantially mitigated. ᭧
INTRODUCTION
the surface of the liquid film, as considered by Davis (6) and Jensen and Grotberg (7) . Many industrial or natural processes involve the flow of In previous work, for a nonevaporating Newtonian coating thin liquid films. The most immediate application is the coat-of constant viscosity, Schwartz and Weidner (8) showed ing behavior of liquid paints. A freshly applied liquid film that the effects of substrate curvature could be modeled by imposing an equivalent overpressure distribution on a nomi- 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed.
nally flat substrate. Overpressure variation causes the coating to flow. Using the lubrication approximation, they calculated the evolving free-surface profiles on substrates of varying curvature for a liquid with constant surface tension. In this work, we extend the model to include the effects of surface tension gradients arising from two causes: (i) compositional changes in a two-component liquid model, and (ii) the presence of surfactants which may be distributed nonuniformly on the free surface of the coating. It will be shown that the development of surface tension gradients can dramatically alter the flow history of the coating layer. A potential application of this work is improved protective coating of objects with corners of small radius. We illustrate 2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL the possibility of using surface-tension-gradient effects to counteract the tendency to form defects near corners. As the The flow of Newtonian liquids is governed by the vector coating thins near an outside corner, for example, gradient Navier-Stokes equation. With the ''lubrication'' assumpforces can arise that will tend to draw liquid back to the tions, i.e., that the fluid layer is thin, the motion is slow, thin region. We demonstrate that if the physical parameters and the free surface is almost parallel to the substrate, the describing the liquid coating are ''compatible'' with the rate governing equation may be approximated as of drying, the final dry film can be made significantly more uniform.
p s Å t n Å mu nn .
[1] In the following section the thin-layer or lubrication evolution equation for a Newtonian liquid is reviewed and modiHere subscripts signify partial differentiation, m is viscosity, fied due to substrate curvature effects. Two-dimensional gep is pressure, and u is the fluid particle velocity which is ometry is assumed. We model the coating as a two-compoessentially parallel to the substrate. s and n are coordinates nent liquid composed of ''resin'' and ''solvent.'' Only the measured parallel and normal to the substrate, respectively. solvent evaporates, and, as it does, the resin fraction of the (See Fig. 1 ). The asymptotic validity of Eq. [1] has been bulk liquid increases. The viscosity of the bulk liquid is a well established (see, e.g., 9). The stress at the free surface given function of resin concentration, becoming effectively t 0 is equal to the surface tension gradient there (see 10), infinite as the concentration tends to unity. The surface tension is assumed to vary with both bulk liquid concentration t 0 Å s s .
[2] and surface concentration of a surfactant, which may or may not be soluble in the bulk liquid. The distribution of surfacBecause of the thinness of the liquid layer, p Å p(s, t) tant is modeled using a convection-diffusion equation which only, and, assuming m is also independent of n, [1] can be also includes transfer to and from the bulk liquid. Thus, in integrated immediately to give a parabolic velocity profile the model considered here, both surface tension gradients in n as and substrate geometry drive the flow.
In section 3, the equations are reduced to nondimensional form. In terms of the dimensionless variables, it is shown u(s, n, t) Å s s m n / p s 2m (n 2 0 2hn), [3] that a wide class of substrate shapes produce equivalent flow behavior. The resulting similarity rules are valid for thin where h Å h(s, t) is the thickness of the coating layer. The coating layers on substrates whose curvature is piecewise total flux at any station s is given by constant. Numerical results are presented in section 4. For definiteness we consider the evolution of an initially uniform coating layer on an outside corner. Simulated flow behavior,
, [4] with and without surface-tension-gradient effects, are compared. When surface tension gradients arise solely from the forced motion of surfactant, corner defect formation can be and integral mass conservation requires that partially inhibited. When the gradient-driven motion is caused by bulk compositional changes, on the other hand,
. [5] it is demonstrated that a much greater degree of control of corner thickness is possible.
Additional conclusions arising from this study, and their implications for practical corner coating strategies, are pre-Here E(s, t) is the evaporation rate, with units of velocity, which may be a function of position and time. sented in section 5.
Since the pressure outside the coating layer is assumed Similarly, variation of c across the layer can result from forced convection along the layer produced by either presconstant, the pressure gradient within the coating is due to variation in the product of surface tension and curvature at sure or surfactant gradients. This is because the velocity profile is nonuniform. The time scale for the development the liquid-vapor interface. The interface curvature may be considered to arise from the combined effect of substrate of significant values of Ìc/Ìn from this source is curvature and surface curvature relative to the substrate. Schwartz and Weidner (8) have shown that, subject to cer-T c Ç Lh Q . tain restrictions, the two contributions are approximately additive. Specific requirements are that the slope of the film relative to the substrate be small, as has already been as-For T diff Ӷ T c , the concentration will be essentially uniform sumed, across the layer, which requires that
[10] and, that the liquid film be thin, Both criteria [9] and [10] are satisfied for sufficiently thin h/R Ӷ 1.
[6] layers. Moriarty et al. (11) study the validity of the wellmixed model in more detail. Here R is the local radius of curvature of the substrate. Then,
The resin fraction satisfies its own evolution equation within an error that is second-order small in h s and firstwhich is taken to be order small in h/R, the pressure in the liquid can be approximated as
[11] p Å 0sk 0 sh ss . [7] Observe that the resin flux Q (r) is taken as the sum of two A detailed derivation of Eq. [7] is given in Ref. 8. The parts: (i) a proportionate share of the total flux Q, consistent net effect of this decomposition is to ''unwrap'' the curved with the well-mixed assumption, and (ii) a Fickian diffusion substrate in the physical domain onto a straight surface, term driven by concentration gradients. It is reasonable to where the effect of substrate curvature is replaced by a time-assume that the diffusivity D (r) will decrease rapidly as the independent distributed overpressure in the new computa-resin fraction, and consequently the viscosity increases; a tional domain. Here k Å 01/R for a convex substrate. Sub-simple assumption is that the diffusivity is inversely proporstituting Eq. [7] in Eq. [5] yields tional to the viscosity. Such a relationship is known to be valid for dilute mixtures, as discussed by Probstein (12) . Combining Eqs. [5] and [11] yields a convection-diffusion
For simplicity, the liquid is taken to consist of two components termed ''resin'' and ''solvent''; only the solvent comThe evaporation rate is assumed to vary as a power of the ponent is assumed to be volatile. The resin fraction, or conlocal solvent concentration centration c, is assumed to be uniform across the thin film. The validity of this ''well-mixed'' assumption requires cer-
[13] tain restrictions on species diffusion, evaporation rate, and pressure gradients. If T dry Ç h/E is a characteristic time for where exponent a may be determined from experimental or drying and T diff Ç h 2 /D (r) is the characteristic diffusion time, other data and is expected to lie in the range (0 £ a õ 1). where D (r) is the diffusion coefficient for resin in the bulk E 0 is a constant with units of velocity. When a Å 0, the rateliquid, uniformity of c across the layer requires that controlling mechanism for evaporation is change of phase at the interface, resulting in a constant evaporation rate. For
other a, the evaporation rate is a function of the availability of solvent molecules at the free surface. or It will prove useful to define the ''dry time'' as the time required for total solvent evaporation if the coating layer
were assumed to remain uniform in space. In this case, since right of Eq.
[17] will tend to smooth out developed surfactant concentration gradients. the resin is conserved, h may be eliminated in favor of c using The surface tension is assumed to depend on the resin and surfactant concentrations via linear laws. Moreover the two effects are considered to be additive. If s (r) is the surface ch Å c 0 h 0 , [14] tension of pure resin and s (s) the surface tension of pure solvent, then the total surface tension can be written as where c 0 is the initial concentration and h 0 is the initial film thickness. Integrating Eq. [5] readily yields
[15] where c
is the initial concentration of surfactant, and G will be negative for surface active substances which lower the surface tension. [17] can also be normalized to one. The everywhere will always exceed t dry ; yet t dry serves as a useful intensity of surfactant effects will then be entirely incorpoa priori estimate for the total drying time.
rated in the remaining constants
, and G whose The viscosity is taken to depend exponentially on the numerical values, for actual systems, can be determined from concentration, which is a simplified form of the law given Langmuir trough or similar experiments (14) . by Patton (13) as
NONDIMENSIONALIZATION AND SIMILARITY
where A is an empirically derived constant and m 0 is the Calculations shown below will consider the time evolution initial viscosity.
of a liquid coating layer of constant initial thickness h 0 . Local values of surface tension are assumed to depend on This quantity is used as the reference length for dimensions the concentration of surfactant on the free surface c (s) as normal to the substrate, while quantities involving distances well as on the local bulk composition c. In the first case, along the surface will use a reference length L. The full the surface concentration is determined by solving a convec-nondimensionalization is tion-diffusion equation of the form
is the surface velocity which, from Eq. [3] , will s Å s 0 s P depend on local values of the bulk viscosity, pressure gradim Å m 0 m P ent, and surface tension gradient leveling first identified by Orchard (1) .
In terms of the new dimensionless variables Eq. [8] is is less than c (b) , surfactant will be transferred to the surface at a rate determined by the constant D (b) . Both terms on the rewritten as
The first term multiplying s Using similar scaling arguments, the nondimensional form For definiteness, we will consider substrates with continuof the free surface velocity [18] takes the form ous tangent whose curvature is piecewise constant. In fact engineering representations of ''smooth'' boundary curves often consist merely of straight lines and circular arcs, with
a continuous tangent where these ''pieces'' meet. A portion of a substrate consisting of two circular arcs of lengths a and b is shown in Fig. 2 . At the ends of the domain shown, The dimensionless forms of the equations for the resin frac-the coating surface is required to be parallel to the substrate tion and surfactant concentration, Eqs. [12] and [17], respec-and the fluxes Q are set equal to zero there. If the arc lengths tively, are identical to their dimensional forms, except for and curvatures are suitably selected, various closed curves the introduction of the ''hatted'' quantities can be constructed by repeating and reflecting the portion shown. Such closed curves may be the cross sections of three-dimensional cylinders upon which coating is to be ap-
The length of one of the arcs, a say, may be identified with the reference length L used above. Since fluid flow
is driven only by curvature changes, this driving force is concentrated at the point where the two arcs meet. At this point kP sP is singular. and While the phenomena of corner defects and their possible
remediation using surface tension gradients is quite general, restricting consideration to the above class of shapes yields As indicated in the previous section, the bulk diffusivity of a significant simplification in the description of substrate resin is taken to be inversely proportional to the viscosity; geometry and makes it possible to concentrate more fully therefore, equivalent to Eq. [16] , we use on flow behavior. In order to further reduce the complete specification of the general problem, only initially uniform coatings will be considered. The evolution equation then
The two-phase nature of the coating liquid, including the initial resin fraction, laws governing evaporation, viscosity, binary diffusivity, and surface tension variation, require an additional six parameters: s) . Finally the presence of soluble surface-active material is allowed for by using three additional parameters:
While 12 dimensionless parameters is a formidable number, it is far fewer than would have arisen had the dimensional transformations, geometric similarity and various simplified formulas not been used. By keeping the full problem relatively simple, it is possible to give some indication of the expected flow histories under the combined influence of several effects. It is anticipated that more accurate laws, to right-angle outside corner. They are, in fact, equally applicable to other shapes, as has been indicated above. Thus ''pudwhere d(ŝ) is the Dirac delta function. With h(s, 0) Å h 0 dling'' at inside corners is caused by essentially the same and reflection boundary conditions imposed at the ends of effect as outside-corner thinning, and remediation by use of the unit cell in Fig. 2 , complete geometric specification is developed surface tension gradients is equally valid for those achieved by prescribing input values of a/b and cases.
NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

M Å
The evolution Eq.
[21] together with Eq.
[17] are discretized and solved numerically using central finite differences. A wide class of substrate or body shapes is equivalent in
The numerical treatment of the delta function in Eq.
[24] is terms of coating flow behavior. Several equivalent body examined in Schwartz and Weidner (8) , and also in Weidner shapes are shown in Fig. 3 for the parameter values a/b Å (15). Time integration is done semi-implicitly in the sense 1 and a(k 2 0 k 1 ) Å p/4. For cases a-c in Fig. 3 , curvatures are selected so as to produce closed bodies, while case d is that the nonlinear prefactors hO 2 and hO 3 in Eq.
[20] are evaluated at the old time level. For a fully explicit scheme, where a periodically undulating substrate. Since flow is driven by curvature changes, results are independent of the absolute all terms are evaluated at the old time level, permissible time steps must be very small for numerical stability. Use of the magnitude of substrate curvature. Thus for the shapes shown in the figure, equivalent problems arise independent of present implicit scheme allows a speed up of several orders of magnitude. Details of the numerical implementation can whether the coating is applied on the inside or outside of each shape.
be found in Moriarty et al. (16) and Schwartz and Eley (5) . In this section we use our numerical simulation to explore The complete specification of the class of problems considered here requires a total of 12 dimensionless input pa-the effects of surface-tension gradients on the coating behavior of a model coating on a curved substrate. Specifically rameters. Substrate geometry and initial layer thickness are given by we consider an initially uniform coating on an outside corner Fig. 4 .) For due to compositional changes in the liquid. Combining Eqs. convenience, the results are presented in physical units. For [14] and [13] we find that evaporation causes the concentraour model coating the initial surface tension is 27.5 dyn/cm tion to increase at a rate inversely proportional to h: c t Ç and the initial viscosity is 1.0 poise. The initial concentration 1/h. Consequently the resin concentration will increase at is 0.5 and the initial coating layer is uniform with a thickness a faster rate in regions where the coating layer is thin comh 0 Å 0.01 cm. Other parameters vary and their values will pared to regions with a thick coating layer. Typically the be included in the figure captions.
surface tension of the resin is greater than that of the solvent, Figure 5 shows the evolving coating profile for an outside and in this case the evaporation induced concentration gradicorner. For clarity we have chosen to plot coating thickness ents will lead to surface tension gradients which act to pull versus arc length along the substrate; i.e., the body surface the coating from thick regions toward thin regions. For sufhas been ''unwrapped.'' For reference, Fig. 4 shows the ficiently strong surface tension gradients, the surface traction same profiles in the original or ''physical'' plane. In this generated can counteract the thinning effects caused by subsimulation there is no evaporation or surface tension gradistrate curvature. ents. Note how quickly the coating thins in the corner region: Figure 6 shows the evolving profiles of our model coating in 10 s the coating thickness has been reduced to less than at four different times. Here the evaporation rate is E 0 Å 20% of its initial value.
1.36 1 10 05 cm/s, and a Å 0.5, corresponding to a dry time We first investigate the effects of surface tension gradients of 14.0 min. The surface tension of the resin is higher than that of the solvent by 6.0 dyn/cm (
05 cm 2 /sec, and A Å 15.0. At t Å 10 s, very little of the solvent has evaporated and most of the coating has been displaced from the corner region, exactly as in the nonevaporating case shown in Fig. 5 . But in contrast to the nonevaporating case, where h in the corner region continues to monotonically decrease, here the thickness of the coating layer in the corner region first decreases to a minimum value and then begins to increase. At t Å 10 s, the minimum value of h in the corner region is approximately one-tenth the maximum h in the flat region. According to the mechanism described above, we expect evaporation to lead to strong surface tension gradients in this region, which will act to pull liquid from the flat region toward the corner. The result of this process is to cause a ''rebound'' effect. This is illustrated by the t Å 100 s profile in Fig. 6 , where the volume of liquid zen'' the coating thickness at the corner before convection of solvent-rich coating from the flat region has reached the corner. Only for the 14.0-min dry time case do we observe the full rebound effect. For this case, the time scales associated with the increase in viscosity in the corner region, and the development of surface tension gradients over the flat region, allow for convection of liquid all the way into the corner before the increase in viscosity due to evaporation limits this flux.
For a given viscosity-concentration relationship, the presence of this rebound effect depends on the drying time and the magnitude of Ds. Figure 8 shows the dependence of the dry coating height at the corner versus the drying time for various values of Ds. These results demonstrate that if the solvent evaporates too fast, corresponding to short dry times ,  FIG. 7 . Final dry coating profiles for various dry times. Here a Å 0.5, then the corresponding rise in viscosity prohibits the rebound corresponding to a dry time of t dry Å 1.14 h 0 /E 0 , G Å 0.0 dyn/cm, Ds Å effect. Conversely, for low evaporation rates (long dry allow for a rebound effect for a large enough Ds. The larger Ds, the larger the traction drawing the coating back toward the corner region and the thicker the final dry coating thickin the corner region is approximately twice the volume at t Å 10 s. ness at the corner. As remarked above, the surface tension gradients which have caused the rebound effect begin to Once surface-tension gradients have reached a level sufficient to reverse the net flux away from the corner, the decrease immediately following the rebound. This accounts for the decline in the final coating thickness at the corner magnitude of the surface tension gradients begins to decrease due to convection of solvent-rich liquid from the flat region for the Ds Å 6 dyn/cm and Ds Å 5 dyn/cm cases at long dry times. into the corner region, as well as the continuing effects of resin diffusion in the bulk liquid and the increase in the
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the effect of surfactants on the thinning due to substrate curvature. For these two cases, coating thickness in the corner region. (The increase in coating thickness in the corner region slows the effect which the evaporation rate is E 0 Å 1.36 1 10 05 cm/s, and a Å 0.5, corresponding to a dry time of 14.0 min. Here we assume initiated the rebound: for the t Å 100 s profile in Fig. 6 , the minimum coating thickness is only one-fourth the maximum that the resin has the same surface tension as that of the value.) For the case illustrated by Fig. 6 , the surface tension gradients remain strong enough to continue to counter the effects of the overpressure, resulting in a final dry coating thickness at the corner which is actually greater than the average dry coating thickness of 0.005 cm.
The increase in resin concentration during the initial thinning phase in the corner region causes an exponential increase in viscosity in this region (following Eq. [16] ). Hence the magnitude of the surface tension gradients must be strong enough to overcome not only the effects of the overpressure in the corner, but also a larger viscosity here, which lowers any net flux. Figure 7 shows the final dry coating profiles of our model coating for three different values of t dry (corresponding to three different values of E 0 ). For the 4.5-min dry time case, the increase in viscosity in the corner region has prohibited a full rebound effect, and the final dry coating rebound effect, but the fast evaporating solvent has still ''fro-surfactant gradients cause an increase in s s , lowering the magnitude of the surface velocity, and consequently slowing the convection of surfactant from the corner onto the flat region. When s s ú p s h/2 the surface velocity actually changes direction, and surfactant is carried back into the corner, causing a decrease in the magnitude of the surface tension gradient. Note that the net flux may remain negative even when the surface velocity is positive. (From Eq. [4] , this condition can occur when p s h/2 õ s s õ 2p s h/3.) Because of this counterbalancing effect, increasing the strength of the surfactant may only decrease the thinning during the initial stages: The final dry coating profile depends on the resistance to the overpressure by surface tension gradients through the entire drying process. Figure 10 illustrates this effect. Here we plot the coating thickness at the corner as a function of time for the same thinning in the corner better than the G Å 01 dyn/cm case, for in the early stages of thinning the stronger surfactant develops a stronger surface tension gradient from the initial solvent: evaporation causes only an increase in the viscosity, not surface tension. The diffusion coefficient of surfactant convection-induced surfactant gradient. But due to this surface tension gradient, convection of surfactant away from on the free surface is taken as D (s) Å 1.0 1 10 05 cm 2 /s which is a typical value from Ref. 17 and diffusion of surfactant to the corner is retarded, and eventually reversed, causing a decrease in the surfactant gradient, and consequently a deand from the bulk is ignored, corresponding to an insoluble surfactant.
crease in the magnitude of the surface tension gradient which is helping to oppose the flux away from the corner. In conIn the process of thinning, the surface velocity is directed away from the corner region and surfactant is carried from trast, the weaker surfactant is unable to develop sufficiently strong surface tension gradients in the early stages of the the corner region to the flat region. Because surfactant acts to decrease the surface tension of the coating, the surface thinning, but during this period the surface velocity continues to cause convection of surfactant away from the corner. tension in the corner region will be greater than in the flat region. This surface tension gradient acts to pull liquid from the flat region to the corner region, potentially counteracting the effect of the overpressure distribution. Figure 9 shows the final dry coating profiles for two cases with surfactant: G Å 01 dyn/cm corresponding to a ''weak'' surfactant, and G Å 06 dyn/cm, corresponding to a ''strong'' surfactant, as well as a test case with no surfactant, given by G Å 0. Though the two cases with surfactant have led to a thicker final coating in the corner region compared to the test case, the surface tension gradients developed as a result of the convection of surfactant are strong enough only to slow the thinning in the corner region, not reverse the effect. Moreover, a close inspection of Fig. 9 shows that the G Å 01 dyn/cm case actually results in a thicker final coating in the corner region compared to the G Å 06 dyn/cm case. This anomalous effect is best explained by examining Eq. [18] . For the case considered here, p s , the pressure gradient caused negative (away from the corner). As the thinning proceeds, As a result, the decrease and eventual reversal of the surface critical relation between the drying time and Ds required to produce a rebound effect. Without the rebound, the dry velocity does not occur until much later for this case. Consequently the surface tension gradients are effective in oppos-coating layer in the corner region may be too thin to adequately protect the substrate. These results are of particular ing the thinning effects of the overpressure, for a longer period of time compared to the G Å 06 dyn/cm case. There relevance at this time due to the legislation mandated reductions in the allowed levels of volatile organic compounds in appears to be a critical value for G which leads to the best protection in the corner region for this particular case, though many industrial paint formulations. These new paints generally have quite different physicochemical properties than the even with an optimal G, the final dry coating is substantially thinner in the corner compared to the average dry coating. coatings they replace and frequently exhibit poorer coating performance in many coating applications. Because many objects of practical and industrial interest have sharply
CONCLUSIONS
rounded corners which require a protective or decorative coating, the role of surface tension gradients during the dryDue to the large number of dimensionless parameters re-ing process should not be ignored. In fact, it may be possible quired to completely specify the physics of a drying film on to adjust the physical parameters of the coating formulation an arbitrarily curved substrate, even with the many simplifi-and the rate of drying to produce substantially more uniform cations employed in our model, we have limited our scope coatings on sharp corners. to the canonical problem of an evaporating film in the vicinity of a an outside corner of small radius, and considered 
